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This Series has examined the health implications of policies aimed at tackling climate change. Assessments of mitigation strategies in four domains—household energy, transport, food and agriculture, and electricity generation—suggest an important message: that actions to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions often, although not always, entail net benefits for health. In some cases, the potential benefits seem to be substantial. This evidence provides an additional and immediate rationale for reductions in greenhouse-gas emissions beyond that of climate change mitigation alone. Climate change is an increasing and evolving threat to the health of populations worldwide. At the same time, major public health burdens remain in many regions. Climate change therefore adds further urgency to the task of addressing international health priorities, such as the UN Millennium Development Goals. Recognition that mitigation strategies can have substantial benefits for both health and climate protection offers the possibility of policy choices that are potentially both more cost effective and socially attractive than are those that address these priorities independently.

Introduction

Climate change threatens the health of human populations worldwide, but particularly in low-income countries. These adverse health consequences are among the many important reasons why governments need collectively to act with resolution and urgency to reduce global greenhouse-gas emissions. What has been less widely understood, however, is that policies to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions (climate change mitigation policies) could often have more immediate and potentially large effects on population health. These ancillary effects are important not only because they can provide an additional rationale to pursue mitigation strategies, but also because progress has been slow to address international health priorities such as the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and reductions in health inequities. Mitigation measures can thus offer an opportunity not only to reduce the risks of climate change but also, if well chosen and implemented, to deliver improvements in health—the so-called co-benefits of mitigation, although not all effects are necessarily positive.

Key messages

- Many measures to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions in the sectors of household energy, transport, food and agriculture, and electricity generation have ancillary health benefits (or health co-benefits), which are often substantial.
- The health co-benefits resulting from such measures can help address existing global health priorities, such as child mortality from acute respiratory infections, ischaemic heart disease in adults, and other non-communicable diseases.
- Improvement of access to affordable, clean energy (especially for disadvantaged populations), together with other appropriate strategies in several sectors, can contribute to a reduction in the risk of dangerous climate change while improving health, reducing poverty, and supporting development.
- Specific policies that can reduce greenhouse-gas emissions and result in health benefits include increased active transport (walking and cycling) and reduced private-car use in urban settings, increased uptake of improved cookstoves in low-income countries, reduced consumption of animal products in high-consumption settings, and generation of electricity from renewable or other low-carbon sources rather than from fossil fuels, particularly coal.

(Continued in next column)
Overview of sectoral assessments

This Series focused on the health effects of mitigation strategies in four sectors—household energy, transport, food and agriculture, and electricity generation—using examples from high-income and low-income or middle-income settings. In each sector, the potential links between reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions and health seem to be strong. The methods and results are summarised in the table and figures 1 and 2. A fifth paper in the Series both reviews and provides new indications of magnitude of effect.

For the case studies of the household energy and food and agriculture sectors (figure 1), the estimated health effects of strategies to reduce greenhouse gases were calculated from the difference between baseline (2010) exposures and those that would occur under mitigation, with the assumption that circumstances are otherwise held constant at 2010 conditions. This approach has the advantage of reducing the need for uncertain projections, and makes the stand-alone mitigation effect clear, but it takes no account of potentially important trends over time, particularly in exposure, which could arise as a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country, city, or region</th>
<th>Mechanism of health effect</th>
<th>Main health outcome(s) affected</th>
<th>Approximate reduction in burden of disease (in DALYs per million population)</th>
<th>Approximate cost (US$)</th>
<th>Potential adverse health effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household energy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing-related energy efficiency UK</td>
<td>Changes in indoor pollution (radon, particles, carbon monoxide, second-hand tobacco smoke), mould, winter indoor temperature</td>
<td>Lung cancer (radon), cardiovascular disease, acute and chronic respiratory disease, winter/cold-related death</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>$5000-$50 000, one-off cost per household, off-set by lower recurrent fuel costs*</td>
<td>Increase in pollution concentration from reduced ventilation and increased cold-related risk from cooler indoor temperatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean-burning cookstoves India</td>
<td>Changes in exposure to indoor pollution</td>
<td>Acute lower respiratory tract infection, ischaemic heart disease, chronic obstructive respiratory disease</td>
<td>12 500</td>
<td>$50 cost per stove, perhaps every 5 years, continual fuel savings and/or time savings</td>
<td>No adverse effects identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transport system</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower carbon and more active transport London, UK</td>
<td>Altered air pollution, changes in injury risk, changes in physical activity</td>
<td>Ischaemic heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, dementia, breast cancer, lung cancer, colon cancer, diabetes, depression, road traffic injuries</td>
<td>7400</td>
<td>Unclear; possibly negative (cost-saving) to households</td>
<td>Trade-off between reduced road traffic danger from less motor travel and increased exposure to remaining danger from more walking and cycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower carbon and more active transport Delhi, India As for UK</td>
<td>Ischaemic heart disease, road traffic injuries, cerebrovascular disease, lung cancer, diabetes, depression</td>
<td>13 000</td>
<td>As for UK</td>
<td>As for UK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food and agriculture</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowering consumption of animal products UK</td>
<td>Lower saturated fat intake</td>
<td>Ischaemic heart disease</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>Unclear; possibly negative (cost-saving) to households and society</td>
<td>Childhood growth and development from reduced animal-product consumption (low-income countries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowering consumption of animal products São Paulo city, Brazil As for UK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>As for UK</td>
<td>As for UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electricity generation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-carbon fuels/technologies European Union</td>
<td>Reduced (particulate) air pollution</td>
<td>Cardiopulmonary mortality, lung cancer, occupational mortality</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$140 per tonne carbon dioxide</td>
<td>Increase in fuel poverty from higher electricity costs, health risks from nuclear generation and carbon capture and storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-carbon fuels/technologies China As for European Union</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>550</td>
<td>$70 per tonne carbon dioxide</td>
<td>As for European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-carbon fuels/technologies India As for European Union</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$40 per tonne carbon dioxide</td>
<td>As for European Union</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DALY=disability-adjusted life-year. *More detailed explanation of these costs is given in the first paper in this Series.
result of policies or societal changes unrelated to climate change mitigation.

The assessment of mitigation measures in the electricity generation and transport sectors (figure 2), by contrast, used projections of exposures to 2030, partly because models were readily available to the investigators, but also because in these sectors the pace of technological and societal development is likely to result in large changes during coming decades, especially in countries such as India and China. Thus, we calculated the effects on health for a 2010 population using the differences in estimated exposures in 2030 between business-as-usual and mitigation scenarios.

Most, although not all, of the mitigation scenarios are estimated to have net benefit for population health, at least in terms of the direct pathways modelled. In some cases, notably the cleaner cookstoves in India, and sustainable transport based on increased participation in walking and cycling together with much lower car use in Delhi, the benefits seem substantial—more than 10 000 DALYs per million of the 2010 population. These scenarios and the reduced saturated fat intake example for the UK also had large reductions per megatonne of CO$_2$e saving—greater than 10 000 DALYs saved in 1 year per megatonne CO$_2$/CO$_2$e emissions reduction (figures 1 and 2). These interventions affect the risks of major causes (large burdens) of mortality and morbidity, which explains the large reductions in DALYs per million population suggested for these scenarios. The transport case studies for Delhi all show an increase in emissions compared with 2010 because of the substantial projected rise in population and, in some scenarios, motorised transport, compared with 2010, although all three scenarios represent savings of CO$_2$ emissions compared with 2030 business-as-usual projections. These CO$_2$ emission savings would be substantial for the scenarios that entail less private motorised travel. These overall positive changes disguise some potential negative health effects that need to be guarded against—eg, possible negative nutritional consequences of decreased consumption of livestock products on childhood growth and development in low-consumption settings; and possible increased exposure to radon, mould, and indoor air pollution due to reduced

Figure 1: Attributable reduction in disease burden and in carbon dioxide equivalent emissions for household energy and food and agriculture case studies (A) Disability-adjusted life-years (DALYS) saved and carbon dioxide equivalent (CO$_2$e) reduction per million of the 2010 population. (B) Reduction in total of DALYS and CO$_2$e for each country. Circle sizes proportional to population of the relevant country. DALYS saved are based on attributable burden calculations comparing the health of the 2010 population with and without the specified mitigation measures. Scenario results with negative or zero change are not plotted in B. IHD=ischaemic heart disease. *Alternative calculations based on the staged implementation of the cookstove programme over 10 years are given in the first paper in this Series.† The reduction in emissions of greenhouse gases is based mainly on non-carbon-dioxide pollutants, and the carbon dioxide equivalence should be interpreted as approximate. ‡Zero change has been shown, but a net change in carbon dioxide emissions is probably dependent on the alternative primary fuel sources.

The São Paulo city case study was not included because of uncertainties about livestock-related greenhouse-gas emissions. The changes shown in greenhouse-gas emissions are those occurring directly from the UK only, and do not include possible emission savings from countries that produce livestock for consumption in the UK. About 20–30% of the livestock products consumed in the UK are imported.
Furthermore, while decreased use of motor vehicles could lead to less road traffic danger, thus reducing road traffic injuries, more walking and cycling could increase exposure to remaining road traffic danger, thus increasing road traffic injuries. The trade-off between these effects will vary by setting but can be improved by use of appropriate policies. Measures can be taken to protect against such adverse consequences where these are recognised, underscoring the value of modelling studies, together with assessment of interventions, to test and refine major policy decisions.

The extent of changes in emissions, local environmental conditions, and associated behaviours has inevitable uncertainties that affect what could be achieved in complex real-world settings. Reduced greenhouse-gas-emitting electricity generation, and increased household energy efficiency in the UK, seem to have modest although still important benefits for health, but greatly affect greenhouse-gas emissions. Economic costs are also important in choosing between mitigation strategies, but their assessment is not straightforward because of methodological challenges (panel I). The costs of changes, particularly in the agriculture and transport sectors, are very difficult to assess because implementation could entail a complicated combination of changes in taxation, subsidy, regulation, infrastructure development, and many other policies, with wide-ranging indirect effects. Account also needs to be taken of who pays the costs of the policies and who benefits from potential savings—eg, the cost of efficiency interventions and the savings in fuel costs that might follow. Identification of all these factors is a major exercise in its own right, warranting further research.

Nevertheless, the costs of the different interventions can be considered in broad terms (table). An improved cookstove programme in India, for example, would entail a yearly cost per household of, at most, a few tens of US dollars and continual savings in terms of expenditure that can take the form of cash outlays for fuel or time outlays that have an opportunity cost. Stove costs, particularly for the poorest households, can be reduced via carbon finance to support subsidies or other pro-poor financial instruments. However, a household energy efficiency programme in the UK, to achieve the exacting standards specified, would cost in the range $5000–50 000 per dwelling, resulting in reduced fuel bills by an average of around $500 a year at current prices, but much more as fossil-fuel and electricity prices increase. Reductions, relative to business as usual, in greenhouse-gas emissions
from electricity generation by the full-trade model—the national targets for which can be met through buying and selling of emissions permits in a global market for such permits—are estimated to range in cost from a few tens of dollars per tonne of CO₂ in India to more than $100 per tonne in the UK. The changes in transport, which achieve substantial increases in walking and cycling with reductions in urban motor vehicle use, and the changes in dietary consumption patterns, are both potentially cost-saving to households and society at present prices, although policies to bring about these changes will entail some costs not determined in our analysis.

The UK National Health Service (NHS) spends about $5000 a minute on treating diseases that could be prevented by regular physical activity. Reducing this expenditure and other benefits would help to offset any costs of implementation. Furthermore, the potential for benefits could increase in the future—eg, by 2050, modelling undertaken for the Foresight report suggests that 60% of adult men, 50% of adult women, and about 25% of all children younger than 16 years could be obese. The NHS costs attributable to overweight and obesity are projected to double to £10 billion per year by 2050. The wider costs to society and business are estimated to reach about £50 billion per year (at present prices).

In terms of strategic choices, the greatest health gains seem likely to result from changes towards active transport, and from diets that are low in animal source foods, at least for adult populations in high-income countries. The clean cookstove programme for India also seems a priority low-cost intervention for its public health benefits, even though its effect on greenhouse-pollutant emissions is less easily determined (and mainly relates to non-CO₂ greenhouse-gas emissions: methane, carbon monoxide, and black and organic carbon in circumstances in which biomass fuel is renewably harvested, resulting in no net CO₂ emissions). The evidence suggests that very substantial health gains are achievable (in addition to substantial reductions in greenhouse gases and black carbon emissions) for little cost by improvement of the combustion of solid household fuels (coal and biomass) in confined and unventilated housing in many low-income countries. Household exposure to indoor air pollutants from inefficient or unventilated combustion—which is widespread in China, South Asia, and much of sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America—causes an estimated 1·6 million premature deaths per year, predominantly in women and children. Although interventions in electricity generation and in household energy efficiency in high-income countries have lower benefits in terms of DALYs saved per head than they do in low-income countries, they nonetheless seem to bring about appreciable public health benefits if implemented well.

In the medium term the world does not have the luxury of choosing one intervention over another, since only the combined effect of all these mitigation actions, in addition to many others, will achieve the substantial reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions that is needed. Societies, however, have the choice of which to pursue most vigorously at first, and of how to prioritise the use of resources to avert climate change compared with addressing present social priorities—decisions that can be informed by health cost-effectiveness analyses. Examples include cutting transport-related greenhouse-gas emissions by encouraging active transport and reducing car use in urban centres rather than by changes in technology and, (an example that affects international cooperation and development) a transition to low-greenhouse-gas electricity generation in countries such as India and China compared with Europe and

---

Panel 1: Methodological challenges

One of the key challenges is development of credible scenarios of greenhouse-gas emissions under mitigation and business-as-usual projections during future decades. This challenge is especially difficult in the case of societies undergoing rapid development, in which, for example, transport patterns could change substantially in a short time with major implications for public health. Public health researchers should work closely with those involved in research and strategic planning in the relevant sector to ensure that the scenarios that are used are grounded on the best available evidence about probable trends, and that the assumptions on which they are based are made transparent. The selection of the business-as-usual scenario and the assumptions underlying it are important and can affect the estimates of the health co-benefits dependent on, for example, what assumptions are made about reductions in air pollution as a result of legislation or the introduction of cleaner engines unrelated to policies for climate change. Assumptions about underlying trends in the prevalence and mortality from disorders such as ischaemic heart disease can materially affect estimates of effect. Sensitivity analyses exploring several potential assumptions about future trends and relations between relevant policies and health outcomes are needed. Estimates of effect should be revisited as new scientific insights into exposure-response relations or technological options for reduction of greenhouse-gas emissions become available.

Cost–benefit or, more commonly, cost-effectiveness analysis, is widely used to assess health interventions. In the particular context of health co-benefits of climate change, cost–benefit analysis is not especially useful since such analysis would entail comparison of the benefits of reductions in emissions (health benefits in the short to medium term as well as those arising in the long term from reduced greenhouse gases) against the costs entailed in achieving those reductions. Integrated assessment models that incorporate reductions in greenhouse-gas emissions across a range of sectors and strategies should take into account health co-benefits.

(Continues on next page)
North America. This benefit provides an incentive for early action in countries such as India and China, although clearly it is not an argument for Europe and North America to postpone the urgent reductions in their own emissions that are needed.

The fifth paper in the Series draws attention to the importance of a set of short-lived greenhouse pollutants that are emitted in several sectors and are often left out of policy and public discussions: sulphate and black carbon particles and tropospheric ozone. All have adverse health effects and all are climate active. The importance of paying much closer attention to them in mitigation policy relates to the fact that changes in emission rates are quickly reflected in atmospheric concentrations. Cutting the responsible emissions therefore has immediate effects on climate warming. At the same time, there are questions of whether different types of particles from different sources may be more or less detrimental to health. Evidence for the adverse health effects of combustion products and their large global health burdens is well established, but there is uncertainty whether sulphates, which largely derive from power and transport sectors, and black carbon, which is produced by the incomplete combustion of biomass and fossil fuels, mainly in the household and transport sectors, are equally important for health.

New evidence is presented in the fifth paper in this Series on the health effects of elemental carbon, the closest equivalent to the metric of black carbon used by climate scientists. This analysis finds some evidence that particles of elemental and black carbon cause more mortality risk by mass than do undifferentiated fine particles, but also pronounced interaction with ozone in the risk models, leaving the issue unsettled. For sulphates, however, the evidence from both reviews and the new study is more consistent and indicates, by mass, sulphate particles are no less damaging than undifferentiated fine particles and might indeed be somewhat more so. These findings have important implications for mitigation efforts.

Since interventions to reduce black carbon emissions will also control the associated organic carbon particles, which are health-damaging but mildly cooling, the net climate effect will depend on the ratio of these two particle types in the original mixture. Strategies to reduce sulphate concentrations, however, although desirable from a public health perspective, could exacerbate climate change in the near term because of a loss of cooling aerosols, implying that even deeper cuts in greenhouse-gas emissions might be needed than are proposed in present official targets if dangerous climate change is to be avoided.

Ozone concentrations are rising worldwide due to increasing anthropogenic precursor emissions including methane, the second most important greenhouse gas. Ozone is not only a powerful greenhouse gas, but is increasingly implicated as a cause of premature mortality.8 Every mitigation activity is to curb greenhouse-gas emissions. Incidental, direct gains to health are an additional bonus to the value to the mitigation action, and if these benefits can be valued in monetary terms they can be offset against the costs of these actions, giving a resulting net cost per tonne of greenhouse gases reduced. This analysis has been done extensively for interventions reducing carbon dioxide and other greenhouse pollutants from electricity and household stoves. However, the cost-effectiveness analysis can be difficult to do. Some of the issues that have been raised include:

- How should the indefinitely continuing stream of health gain be valued, especially reductions in premature mortality? Is it ethical to take different values for this benefit dependent on how wealthy a country is?
- Is discounting of future gains relevant, or would it undervalue the mitigation and introduce intergenerational inequity?
- How should benefits be traded against costs? For example, reduction of car use and increase of active transport in cities might reduce fuel bills and vehicle ownership costs for households but might increase travel times, at least until land use and trip destinations change.
- How should direct and indirect economic effects of major social change be assessed? These effects could include benefit for specific industries and disadvantage for others, and increased comparative advantage for local versus distant suppliers. These effects are not amenable to cost-effectiveness analysis but rather need to be investigated through macroeconomic models.
- Could sustainable cities, with lower resource use and reduced greenhouse-gas emissions, achieve equivalent or improved social goals compared with those that consume higher amounts of resources? Moreover, this raises questions about what type of cities we want to live in and how we want to live within them.
- Not all health gains and losses can be quantified, so the monetary values will represent only a part of the full set of health gains and losses from the various social, economic, and technological ramifications of the initial intervention.

For these reasons, we have not attempted to undertake a cost-benefit analysis of all the options, and a systematic cost-effectiveness analysis has not been possible to do, at least at this stage of the research programme, for each of the various mitigation actions. Meanwhile, the cost-effectiveness of the mitigation action can be assessed for strategies for which estimates of cost can feasibly be developed. Every mitigation activity can be assessed, at least in theory, in terms of cost per unit of health gain and per unit of reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions.
mortality in its own right, which is further supported by the new study. It also damages crops and ecosystems. Future analyses of co-benefits need to consider ozone creation and its effects in detail.

Policy implications
Estimation and comparison of ancillary health effects is, unavoidably, imprecise. Nevertheless, it benefits from developments in the discipline of impact science (eg, WHO’s Comparative Quantification of Health Risks\textsuperscript{11} and assessments of the health effects of power generation in Europe\textsuperscript{10}). Despite many scientific uncertainties (panel 2), the models provide useful evidence about the type and approximate scale of health effects that can be expected from pursuit of major mitigation policies. The finding of generally positive health effects of mitigation shows that strategies promoting a low greenhouse-gas emission economy can also have potential to improve public health.\textsuperscript{11} It also provides a rationale to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions that is not wholly confined to the achievement of climate change mitigation. Some commentators suggest that many features of climate change are now irreversible and that the most important objective is to try to adapt to it and other global environmental threats.\textsuperscript{12} However, the case for mitigation is greatly strengthened if it has direct collateral benefits in addition to restriction of climate change.

Much of the disease burden in the poorest countries is still due to category I conditions, which are dominated by infectious and parasitic diseases, maternal mortality, adverse pregnancy outcomes, and malnutrition.\textsuperscript{13} However, the risk factors for non-communicable diseases and consequent category II burdens are rising in many low-income countries.\textsuperscript{14} Rapid urbanisation, industrialisation, and growth of motor transport have resulted in levels of fine particles and ozone that greatly exceed health-based international guidelines;\textsuperscript{15} despite air quality management efforts that have reduced levels of air pollution in some locales. Further, as low-income societies modernise, the risks of inactivity and a transition away from traditional diets (eg, obesity) are emerging quickly, especially in urban populations in which population growth and congregation are great. The apparent rise in the importance of non-communicable disease is also partly due to its unmasking, as the infectious disease burden falls and the global population ages.\textsuperscript{16}

Activities for climate change mitigation would in a few cases also directly reduce, via co-benefits, the risks of infectious diseases in low-income countries. An example presented in this Series is that of the reduced incidence of acute lower respiratory infection with improved combustion efficiency or switching to clean fuels for household cooking in poor populations.\textsuperscript{1} Indeed, as shown in the household energy paper,\textsuperscript{1} a full-scale cookstove intervention in India could reduce deaths attributable to acute lower respiratory infection, the main cause of child mortality worldwide, by nearly a third by 2020. Present estimates suggest that indoor air pollution is responsible for more than 2% of the entire world burden of disease, or close to 4% in the poorest countries.\textsuperscript{17} Furthermore, evidence of effects of household air pollution on several other health outcomes, including low birthweight and cataracts, is growing, potentially adding to this total.\textsuperscript{18}
Panel 3: Research priorities
A recent WHO publication outlined the need for expansion of research into health and climate change encompassing effects, vulnerability, adaptation, and mitigation.14 The analyses presented in this Series might be improved through extension in scope, detail, and methodological and data refinements. Further work might complement other efforts at integrated assessment modelling—eg, EC4MACS, a European Consortium for Modelling of Air Pollution and Climate Strategies funded through the EU-LIFE programme.

During our own programme of research and modelling, several topics were identified for which additional research is needed to reduce uncertainties and clarify the potential of greenhouse-gas reduction strategies to improve (or in some cases worsen) health. These issues are listed below.

Cross-cutting issues
• Costs of implementation of mitigation strategies with substantial health benefits
• Visioning and modelling of the broader economic and social effects of the transition to low-carbon futures
• Closer linkage of climate mitigation strategies to major health targets, such as those in the Millennium Development Goals
• Modelling uncertainties, including timing of exposure and health effects
• The effect of global population growth, including issues of socioeconomic equity and immigration
• Complete accounting of climate and health effects of non-carbon-dioxide greenhouse pollutants
• Assessment of combined mitigation and adaptation strategies
• Alternative methods to the Comparative Risk Assessment approach, strategies for dealing with double-counting of health effects
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More specific to task groups
• Identify additional mitigation efforts across a wider set of sectors with substantial health effects
• Additional primary research into the short-lived greenhouse pollutants, particularly to understand the effect of sulphate concentrations on climate cooling and health, and the negative effects of black carbon, organic carbon, and ozone on health and climate
• Exploration of sensitivity to assumptions: time discounting, exposure models, and anticipated changes in health over time in pollution-health models
• Use of refined air-pollution emission-dispersion models to estimate concentration changes by country to yield country-specific estimates of health effects, building on integrated assessment approaches such as those from the Network for Integrated Assessment Modelling
• Exploration of methods to characterise economic effects on health due to changes in fuel prices
• Detailed exploration and model development for indoor particulate matter (PM$_{2·5}$) and radon concentrations and associated health effects
• Further exploration of the performance of household ventilation systems and associated health effects
• Further accounting of different types of saturated fat from animal products (eg, stearic, palmitic, myristic)
• Health impact assessment of new and emerging greenhouse-gas mitigation technologies such as carbon capture and storage and geoengineering schemes such as emissions of sulphates from non-combustion sources
• Potential for climate change and mitigation strategies to affect crop production and risk of hunger

A controversial approach to mitigation is the production of biofuels, particularly to meet growing demands for liquid fuels for transport. Many factors affect greenhouse-gas emissions from the biofuels supply system, such as the inputs of energy used to grow the plants from which they are derived and land-use change as a result of growing plants for biofuels. There has been particular concern that production of ethanol from corn needs substantial fossil fuel and fertiliser, thus resulting in large emissions of both greenhouse gases and fine particulates.15 Biofuels could potentially make an important contribution to reductions in greenhouse gases if they came from “feedstocks produced with much lower life-cycle greenhouse-gas emissions than traditional fossil fuels and with little or no competition with food production”.16 For meeting transportation needs though, recent evidence suggests that combustion of biomass to generate electricity for charging battery-powered vehicles outperforms ethanol in terms of land-use efficiency and greenhouse-gas emissions offsets per unit area of crops.17 The potential implications of biofuels and bioenergy for health and harmful emissions need further investigation.

of universal access to reproductive health services.20 The increased birth spacing and reduced fertility that results when women have access to education and contraceptives to control their reproduction can create major health benefits by reducing both maternal and child mortality.21 Achievement of these benefits is not a matter of coercion, but of provision of the same level of reproductive health services that women already have in more than half the world. Although the exact effect on greenhouse-gas emissions is not easily measured, bringing the world to the attainment of deep cuts in greenhouse-gas emissions is not easily measured, bringing the world to the attainment of deep cuts in greenhouse-gas emissions.
Panel 4: Action points

Policy makers in sectors that are responsible for substantial greenhouse-gas emissions should:

- Take into account health co-benefits and potential harms when considering different mitigation options for greenhouse gases so that they enhance progress towards the Millennium Development Goals and other health and development priorities
- Ensure that new technologies and strategies for greenhouse-gas mitigation are subject to health impact assessment before being disseminated
- Implement policies to reduce inequities in access to clean energy sources
- Consider removal of subsidies that encourage the consumption of animal products in high-consuming nations
- Increase expenditure for measures to encourage cycling and walking and discourage private-car use in urban centres

Research funders should:

- Increase funding for interdisciplinary collaboration, including methods development, between health researchers and scientists working on climate change mitigation technologies and strategies across several sectors
- Build capacity by supporting the career development and training of researchers in relevant disciplines
- Promote strategies and policies for low greenhouse-gas emissions in their own working environment and in their allocation of funding

Health policy makers should:

- Promote and support policies to achieve low greenhouse-gas emissions while delivering co-benefits to health and encourage simple behavioural changes that result in reduction of greenhouse gases
- Ensure that the health workforce is encouraged to reduce their personal greenhouse-gas emissions, including through increased active transport

Health professionals should:

- Advocate for policies to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions and achieve health co-benefits on the basis of the best available evidence
- Promote education on this topic in schools, universities, and the wider community
- Promote strategies and policies to lower greenhouse-gas emissions in their own working environment

This Series has not considered the many other potential benefits with less direct bearing on health that could accrue from the implementation of appropriate policies and strategies to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions. These initiatives include new employment opportunities in renewable energy industries, increased productive time of women in particular who no longer need to collect so much biomass for fuel, reduced time spent in traffic congestion, and increased energy security that has the potential to reduce conflict about scarce reserves of fossil fuels. In panel 3 we summarise research areas identified by the Task Force as needing further work.

Aligning health, development, and climate change mitigation

The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) states that mitigation measures bringing about societal benefits should be prioritised. Health is one of the clearest of the societal benefits (as mentioned prominently in the opening section of the UNFCCC 1992). Benefits to health readily attract public support for political action, as shown by experiences in which health benefits have dominated the externalities of environmental interventions such as clean air legislation in many countries.

The Clean Development Mechanism emerged from the Kyoto Protocol, and established mechanisms for trading of carbon permits. Although low-income and middle-income countries were exempt from the binding requirements on Annex 1 (industrialised) countries to achieve specific cuts in greenhouse-gas emissions, these countries can, at least theoretically, benefit by selling carbon credits, for projects that will enhance their sustainable development. Although the Clean Development Mechanism has made some contribution in channelling funds to beneficiary nations, difficulties have arisen, including the absence of an effective standard way to quantify the extent of development in such a project, or to choose one project over another according to how much development it achieves. Thus, although the mechanism was meant to lend support to sustainable development, approved projects have largely focused on greenhouse-gas mitigation, with some consideration of employment. Further, data from 2006 showed that only a few projects have benefited in sub-Saharan Africa (1-8%), whereas Asian countries (particularly China) have had much more success. The Nairobi Framework initiative was launched in November, 2006, with the support of the UN, World Bank, and African Development Bank to foster participation of poor countries, particularly in Africa.

Achievement of a reasonable health status within populations is an essential element in development, as is recognised by almost every country in the form of the MDGs. Although not without uncertainties, we believe that the assessment of the health co-benefits of climate mitigation projects is sufficiently advanced to allow estimation of the magnitude of their effects. We propose therefore that assessment of the health co-benefits of projects submitted to the Clean Development Mechanism and other such international efforts should be one criterion of suitability for funding. Indeed, the establishment in 2007 of the MDG-Carbon Facility by UN Development Programme, UN Foundation, and others suggests a potential mechanism through which this effort could begin. Our work could contribute to development of standardised approaches for assessment of health and development co-benefits.

Bridging of the equity divide

A major difficulty in international greenhouse-gas negotiations is the difference in historical and future perspectives between rich and poor countries. Observers in low-income countries point out that the historical activities in rich countries have caused most climate change so far. Since low-income countries have many urgent needs for development, they do not see mitigation...
of their own greenhouse-gas emissions as a high priority at present. Yet, if climate change is to be brought under control, in addition to urgent and far-reaching reductions in high-income countries, there will also soon be a need for many low-income and middle-income countries to take mitigation action.

Policies to promote mitigation activities that have strong co-benefits in health and other development needs provide a potential political bridge across the development gap between rich and poor countries. These initiatives would directly address the major needs of development, with recognition of the imperatives of climate change. Indeed, the provision of affordable clean household energy in developing countries can contribute to the attainment of all eight MDGs, both through the co-benefits to health and through contributions to poverty reduction, provision of productive work, reduction of unproductive time, and thereby reduction of gender inequities.

Considerations of intergenerational equity will also apply, for at least some of the decisions about mitigation actions. For example, if present trends in animal production methods and per head animal-product consumption continue, today’s generation will bequeath to future generations a more impoverished and damaged natural environment than at present. Conversely, reformation of urban layout and changes in city planning and housing standards can create, over several decades, an infrastructural base yielding life-long enduring benefits to present and future generations.

**Call to action and conclusions**

In panel 4 we summarise the implications for several stake-holder groups of the evidence from this Series. Health improvement (via both co-benefits and the avoidance of health effects related to climate change) needs to be integrated into policies to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions and the risk of dangerous climate change. We call on health professionals to reach beyond conventional professional boundaries to collaborate with policy makers and scientists concerned with the study, development, and implementation of policies and technologies to mitigate climate change.

This Series makes clear that health co-benefits can accrue as a direct result of many mitigation activities for greenhouse-gas emissions. If societies change their energy systems in ways that improve outdoor and indoor air quality, change their methods of transport in ways that encourage physical activity and social contact, and modify intensive food production practices and consumer choices in ways that reduce dietary risks to health, then many positive health consequences will result. Despite uncertainties about the magnitude and timescale, health co-benefits from mitigation can be anticipated. Therefore, commitment to mitigation actions producing many such benefits becomes very appealing, especially if (as is likely) the health gains entail substantial national cost savings as an offset to the costs of the mitigation actions. The strategic significance of this issue is potentially great. If the health co-benefits from mitigation activities in lower-income countries were sufficiently large, it would strengthen the rationale for achieving convergence of mitigation schedules between low-income and high-income countries.

The potential co-benefits from selected mitigation measures for greenhouse-gas emissions should heighten the profile of health as a criterion in discussions at the Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen, Denmark, in December, 2009. So far, awareness of the importance and long-term significance of health to the challenges of climate change has been low. Health professionals therefore have an important role in educating the public and policy makers about the health aspects of climate change, including the potential health co-benefits of mitigation measures for greenhouse gases.

As countries consider reductions in their own greenhouse-gas emissions or whether to invest in clean development, the health co-benefits (and potential negative health consequences) should be weighed up carefully in advance. Further research, methodological development, and analytical work are needed to improve prioritisation of mitigation in different sectors and regions. Since trillions of dollars are likely to be spent on greenhouse-gas mitigation in the next decades, it is essential to allocate the fairly small research resources that are needed to guide these investments along paths that bring the world closer to both its health and climate goals.
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